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Free Essay: Film Review of Dead Poets Society Dead Poets Society explores the conflict between realism and
romanticism as these contrasting ideals are.

The film stars Robin Williams in one of his first non-comical roles. But then there are scenes in which his
stage persona punctures the character - as when he does impressions of Marlon Brando and John Wayne doing
Shakespeare. Neil wants to be an actor but even though he knows that his father will disapprove he still
continued to the audition that is held on his school for a play. The words of the Dead Poets Society are
immortalized within the meeting book. Count Dracula has become an icon of evil, and is perhaps the most
widely recognized bogeyman in all of world literature. It is entertaining and blends the genres of comedy and
drama quite admirably, creating a broad target audience. Background The legendary film was released in , but
the story is set in in Welton Academy â€” an elite conservative boarding school in the USA fictional school.
Keating, whose lesson plan contradicts the entire schools mentality. One of Williams' most endearing
personality traits, overwhelming compassion, is found in this character beneath the anarchistic persona that is
Robin Williams the entertainer. The portrayal of characters in this film is realistic and has an impact to the
audience. Consequently,â€¦ Related Documents The Importance of Individuality in the Film "The Dead Poets
Society" individuality and speaking up in his movie Dead Poets Society, a fictional but realistic story that tells
the story of a group of friends at the Wellington Academy prep school and their interactions with their new
English teacher, John Keating Robin Williams. Sometimes we really are too dreamy. The movie had an
all-star cast that consisted of Matthew Broderick as Col. Keating is more of a plot device than a human being.
His father confronted him and said that he will be enrolled in Harvard University in college to take up a course
of Medicine. They have been sent to this preparatory school, most against their will, and have been forced to
conform. It may, however, be the most shameless in its attempt to pander to an adolescent audience. DPS was
a secret club that members would read poems to each other in a cave to strengthen their lives and appreciation
of literature. Gale Hansen plays a beatnik who is obsessed with a local girl and is one of the main advocates
for Keating's non-co There is also a curious lack of depth to his character compared with such other great
movie teachers as Miss Jean Brodie and Professor Kingsfield. However, they come across an English
professor, Mr. Ethan Hawke plays the quiet, aspiring writer who serves as the anchor of normality for the
audience, while Robert Sean Leonard and Gale Hansen portray polar opposites of passion. The society's
meetings have been badly written and are dramatically shapeless, featuring a dance line to Lindsay's "The
Congo" and various attempts to impress girls with random lines of poetry. For the most part this works well.
Tweet "Dead Poets Society" is a collection of pious platitudes masquerading as a courageous stand in favor of
something: doing your own thing, I think. Glory was innovative, due to the fact that not many movies
portrayed how the blacks were important to the North winning the war against the South. The lessons turn into
a theatre as Keating literally makes them read and love poetry again. The father is a strict, unyielding
taskmaster, and the son, lacking the will to defy him, kills himself. Filming took place at St. Edited by William
Anderson. While the beautiful love story speaks to the romantic, the dueling swordplay and thought of buried
treasure speaks to the inner child. The performance is a delicate balancing act between restraint and schtick.


